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Abstract This research paper develops new clustering method (FWC) and further proposes a new approach to
filtering data collected from internet resources. The focus of this research paper is clustering groups’ data instances
into subsets in such a manner that similar instances are grouped together, while different instances belong to
different groups. The instances are thereby organized into an efficient representation that characterizes the
population being sampled thereby reducing the gigantic size of retrieved data. This has been done by removing
dissimilar text files, and grouping similar documents into homogeneous clusters. Arabic text files of 974 MB has
been collected, processed, analyzed and filtered by using common clustering methods. This new clustering methods
are presented, divided into: hierarchical, partitioning, density-based, model-based and soft-computing methods.
Following the methods, the challenges of performing clustering in large data sets are discussed and tested by the
proposed new clustering method. Two experiments were conducted to establish the effectiveness of FWC methods
and the obtained results show that the new FCW method suggested in this paper produced better results and
outperformed existing clustering methods.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays Search and Navigation activities become one
of the common and needed services on the Internet
Technology. How to be fast and smart in your search? Is
now a top priority for most individuals and Organization?
The internet technology has flooded the world with online
information [1,2]. Organizing the abundant information
available on the internet has become a major challenge to
the researchers [3]. In today’s world, children, students,
schools, universities, colleges, companies, government
etc… used internet as a main source for collecting their
essential information. The dependence on the internet
increases the traffic on the net, accordingly there is a
challenge faces by search engines to find new helpful
techniques to deal with enormous volume of information
available on the internet. Furthermore serving the great
number of internet users [4,5]. Since we live in an
information age, it is thus necessary to design or make a
search engine which can successfully index or classify the
web pages in a manner that help its users to derive the
exact information required by them. However despite of
companies claiming their success in producing a search
engine which will satisfy the internet users, still the user
complain of the lack of accuracy and relevance of
retrieved information [6] particularly the Arabic user. The
attitudinal change in the user behavior, has forced many
IT companies to seriously think and develop advance
search technologies that may enable the user to retrieve
the desired information. Google, Yahoo, Microsoft etc.

companies are well aware of this fact [7]. This work put
into practice a strategy for filtering webpage's retrieved
from search engines, as a result reduced the gigantic size
of retrieved text collection, as well as improved the
presentation and performance of knowledge base.

2. Literature Review
A growing amount of research has studied the
organization of web data. [8] discuss standards and
evaluations in test collections Using different clustering
models and various text transformation approaches were
proposed, to arranged text collection for searching and
building knowledge based systems. Most of these
techniques were concerned with text operation i.e. lexical
analysis, elimination of stop words, stemming etc…,
moreover such text operation are useful for selection of
index terms and building thesauri. However, there is no
evidence that such text operations improved or removed
unnecessary text from text collection [7]. Other
researchers used the operation of compressing text aims at
reducing space and communication cost, there is no doubt
such compressing operations requires less storage space
and takes less time, to be good compression ratio, fast
coding, fast decoding, and this basically not easy task. [3]
includes an analysis of the inverted index, inverted lists,
suffix arrays, Pat arrays and Huffman coding, however
such techniques are dealing with text retrieval to
implement query operation, but not for removing
unnecessary text files from text collection. [9] Explained
three classic models in Web Information Retrieval: the
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Boolean, the vector and Probabilistic models, those
models were used as a ranking algorithms. [9] Presented
new clustering techniques to discover when two
documents are similar. The proposed techniques aimed to
resolve the difficulties of articles repetition; the new
clustering technique was based on LIPNS, SAMA1, Text
Normalization, DNSA and, NADST techniques
respectively. [10] Describes the process of analyzing text
considers various measurement to evaluate corpus and
collections by zip's and Mandelbrot distribution law [11].
[12] works on analyzing corpus data in order to generate
useful text analysis and categorization over different file
formats, such application may help and support
researchers in selecting the best text collection for
example, building a knowledge base; an ontology;
Thesaurus, and glossary [13]. Currently numerous
questions are raised on how the internet provides the
electronic document? How to structure this electronic
document? Which document to be retrieved? Can we trust
this information retrieved by search engines? The
challenge is how to describe what document is about? One
of the common approaches is to select terms to represent
what the document is about. Today, the current trends
looking to find a group of activities to facilitate the access
to a specific information and knowledge which often can
be seen implicitly, and most of discussion methods above
have not clearly introduced a helpful techniques for
answering the raised questions above.

3. Experiments
3.1. Text Collection
For the implementation of this work, data text was
collected
and
downloaded
from
wekipedia
http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_corpus, size of 974 MB
(1,021,566,976 bytes), text collection was in Arabic, XML
format, and stored in one file only. The text collection has
been partitioned to group of files and transformed to. Txt
format using Python software. The splitting process
consumed 2hrs 8 min. There after statistical information
from the new text collection was obtained, and the
processed data was 1.10 GB (1,187,983,360 bytes)
containing 228,308 Files and 65,704 Folders. HTML tags,
Stop words like

, numbers, punctuations and spaces between adjacent
words have been removed, Super Arabic morphological
analyzer (SAMA1) [14] has been used for stemming
purposes, the stemming process was done for handling
many issues raised from Plurals, gerund forms and past
tenses. Simple stemming algorithm can be described as
follow: If word starts in "“ الthen replace with " ",
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represents terms in text collection, and elements(values)
represent the frequencies of terms in a specific document.
Figure 1 shows fragments of document/Term matrix, we
provide this fragment as an example to illustrate our
contribution to the existing methods.

Figure 1. Fragments of document/Term matrix

Different cluster methods like, ‘groups linkage’,
‘centroid’ and ‘ward's’ method respectively have been
used and tested, in addition to available alternatives like
‘euclidean distance’ and ‘cosine’, after many iterative
operations, ‘Ward's’ method and Euclidean distance
measure have been selected, for the reason that they
provide best clustering results against others methods.
Figure
2
shows
the
proximity
matrix
of
Document/Document (distance matrix D)after applying
‘Ward's’ method and ‘Euclidean distance’ measure. The
next illustrate the implemented formulas used to obtained
Distance matrix D. all formulas were obtained from
[15,16].
‘Centroid method’

x1n1 + x2 n2
n1 + n2
‘Ward’s method’
The total deviance (T) of the p variables, corresponding
to n times the trace of the variance–covariance matrix, can
be divided in two parts: the deviance.
Within the groups (W) and the deviance between the
groups (B), so T = W + B.
The total deviance (T) can be denoted by:

=
T

p n

∑∑ ( xis − xs )

2

s= 1 =i 1

Groups (W) are given by the sum of the deviances of
each group and can be denoted by:

W=

g

∑ Wk

k =1

C# program has been developed to remove the Arabic stop
words.

3.2. Experiment # 1
The text collection were transformed to document/Term
matrix, first column represents Documents, first row

Wk represents the deviance of the p variables in the kith
group and can be denoted by:

=
Wk

p nk

∑∑ ( xis − xsk )
s= 1 =i 1

2
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The deviance between the groups, (B) is given by the
calculated sum on all the variables and can be denoted by:
p

g

∑ ∑ nk ( xsk − xs )

=
B

2

=s 1 k= 1

‘Cosine measure’

(

)

sim d j , q =

dj • q
dj × q

∑ i −1 wi, j × wi,q
t
t
∑ i −1 wi2, j × ∑ j −1 wi2,q
t

=

‘Euclidean distances’


dij  ∑ xik − x jk
=

 K =1
N

(

)

1
2 2




The introduced methods above amid to put the similar
documents in different groups by calculating the
similarities between the documents. Let us consider the
following input matrix obtained from matrix, assumed all
the way that the input data are in the form of a matrix,
illustrated in Figure 1, the obtained Proximity matrix from
matrix shown in Figure 1 is described in Figure 2.

Number of
Cluster
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Table 1. The steps of creating clusters
Clusters
4,7
7,11
6,15
13,14
1,12
8,16
9,10
3,5
4,17,7,11
6,15,13,14
3,5,2
4,17,7,11,6,15,13,14,1,12,8,16
4,17,7,11,6,15,13,14,1,12,8,16,9,10
4,17,7,11,6,15,13,14,1,12,8,16,9,10,3,5,2

3.3. Experiment # 2
The proposed idea illustrates that, to cluster the
collected text into groups of similar documents based on
the idea of analyzing and extracting the first word only
from each document then group all documents which have
the same first word together.
The next procedure illustrates the proposed approach:
1-Read First Document Di from Corpus
2-Extract only first keyword (fk) (eliminate any stop
words or signs)
3-Find the frequency (fr) of extracted first keyword
over the document Di
4-Add Address of the document, first keyword (fk) and
frequency (fr)
5-Repeat all steps for all documents in the corpus
Table 2 shows a sample of the output after performing
the above procedure:
Table 2. Extracted sample from the corpus
Document
Keyword (fk)
Frequency(fr)
number(Di)
Document 1

ﻣﻌﺎﻟﺞ

23

Document 2

اﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ

13

Document 3

ﺑﺤﺚ

17

Document 4

اﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ

17

Document 5

ﺷﺒﻜﺔ

9

Document 6

ﺑﺤﺚ
اﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ

7

Document 7
-

5

Reorganize the table horizontally until formulating
groups of similar documents based on matching first
keywords. (Table 3 shows this operation after
reorganization the rows in the above table).
Table 3. Reorganized rows
Figure 2. fragment of obtained Proximity matrix

To extend the procedure of clustering described in [15],
we perform the following:
Consider every row vector as a point and rearrange the
row vectors according to their similarity, in Figure 2 the
row vectors ordersare d1d2d3d4d5d6d7d8d9d10d11d12
d13d14d15d16d17, next if we rearrange the row vectors
orders to d4d17d7d11d6d15d13d14d1d12d8d16d9d10d3d5.
Table 1 illustrates the steps of creating clusters from
Figure 2.

Document
number(Di)
Document 2
(Collection # 1)
Document 4
(Collection # 1)
Document 7
(Collection # 1)
Document 3
(Collection #2)
Document 6
(Collection #2)
Document 1
Document 5

Keyword (fk)

Frequency(fr)

اﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ

13

اﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ

17

اﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ

5

ﺑﺤﺚ

17

ﺑﺤﺚ

7

ﻣﻌﺎﻟﺞ
ﺷﺒﻜﺔ

23
9
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4. Evaluation and Results
Evaluating the results of the obtained grouping means
verifying that the groups are consistent with the primary
objective of the cluster analysis, to satisfy the conditions
of internal cohesion and external separation. Choosing the
right number of groups is fundamentally important. Here
we evaluate the results obtained from experiment one and
experiment two, considering the factor of how many new
words appear each time versus new extracted words from
new documents. It was hard to compare all the obtained
clusters from experiment one and Two, furthermore we
select only the largest clusters considering size
factor(number of documents).
Figure 3 shows the results derived from largest clusters
obtained from experiment.
One using basic clustering methods.

Figure 3. Number of new words against number of documents

Figure 3 illustrate that out of 200 to 170 new words
continue to appear in this cluster. This means that there
are some files which is not related to the cluster, and this
in general will affect the final results of any research
experiment oriented to a specific domain.
Figure 4 shows the obtained results from experiments
two.
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Table 4. Finding and results
Number of total
Number of new
words
words
Basic method
>20000
200 to 170
First word method
>20000
100 to 75
Method

5. Discussion
Most of the experimenters and researchers depend on
concrete dataset, to test their hypothesis and algorithms.
However finding and collection the related data set
become a challenge, when the question is how to obtain
the related data set for a specific topic i.e. data set must
describes a specific domain and contains only the related
terms of this domain [17]. Organizing the data considering
as the hottest topic today in research and development
area. Aims to build ontology of a specific domain. The
advantage of building such ontology is to unified ideas
and create standards over the web, more ever to enable
self communication between machines. As a matter of fact,
to build the ontology, first you need to prepare a glossary
for your ontology, the glossary must contains all terms,
their synonyms and other attributes [18]. Such terms must
be used only to describe a specific domain. Extracting
those terms manually is time and efforts consuming, thus
automation this process is highly appreciated, however
you must be sure that your text collection contains only
related terms of your interested topic. How to choose
which method to apply, In practice there is not a method
that can give the most qualified result with every type of
data. Experiment with the different alternatives and
compare them in terms of the chosen criteria. This work
proposes a novel approach to filter the text collection from
dissimilar documents, by developing new clustering
method. The developed clustering method, depends on the
factor of considering the first word only from documents,
the developed technique was tested, and the obtained
result outperform the other existing clustering methods.
We believe this developed techniques will be as a new
development for the available clustering methods, there
were some limitation of documents processing, such as
selecting stop words and stemming issues, but we believe
that these errors and limitation was not affect the obtained
results since they are applied to the both experiments. This
work can be applied to English and other languages to test
the performance of the proposed approach. Other text
collection can be used also to test the developed clustering
method.

Figure 4. Using first word clustering

Figure 4 illustrate that out of 100 to 75 new words
continue to appear in this cluster. This means that there
are some files which are not related to the cluster, but the
later is better than the former. Our consideration is, as the
numbers of extracting new words each time reduces as we
keep on testing other documents. This factor can be
considered as a fact that the cluster contains similar and
related documents, which are used to describe a specific
domain. Regarding the obtained results from both
experiments, the proposed approach was able to
remove/filter about 100 dissimilar documents from the
text collection.
Table 4 shows the finding and comparison between the
basic clustering methods and the new developed method.

6. Conclusion
This work introduces one of the most interesting fields
in computer-oriented data analysis. Developing new
clustering technique FCW, aims to cluster the collected
text into groups of similar documents, it is based on the
idea of analyzing and extracting the first word only from
each documents then grouping documents which have the
same first word together. We were able to solve the
problem of cluster analysis, and to group similar
documents into homogeneous clusters. It is still too early
to reach a consensus on the advantages of using this
developed technique for the web, but we believe that this
work and obtained results will prove to be effective in web
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application. Therefore this developed strategy will have
wide application in the domain of E-Learning, Knowledge
management and web management.
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